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    Last night, I had the pleasure of going to see The Song of the 
Nightingale at Town Hall Theatre. To be honest, I didn’t know 
what to expect because the play is a new one and is relatively 
unestablished in the theater world. I had absolutely no idea what 
to think or expect when I sat down in my chair. But once the play 
began, I felt immediately transported into another world and 
flashes from my childhood, watching Aladdin or Peter Pan, came 
to me. The Song of the Nightingale was like a classic Disney 
movie put into live theatre and I loved it.


    Any person watching The Song of the Nightingale will get the 
feeling of Disney. There is the strong, independent-minded 
female lead, Mei Lin. There’s the hopeless romantic forever trying 
to make Mei his wife, the well meaning leader who doesn’t 
always make the right decisions, and the servant to the leader 
who will stop at nothing to please his master. Nightingale was like 
a mashup of every Disney movie you’ve ever seen. Every 
performance was strong and every song was well delivered and 
beautifully sung. The storyline was simple enough for kids to 
follow but had deeper undertones that adults could appreciate.  


    Yet there was something different. The Song of the Nightingale 
was oddly refreshing and, while paying homage to Disney, 
seemed to expand on its best qualities. The main character, a 
woman, doesn’t wait around for a man to save her, she gets 
things done on her own. If anything, it is Xiao, the hopeless 
romantic mentioned earlier, who waits around for the girl to bring 
his life together. In this production, there is no purely evil 
character. The Emperor is a good man who makes bad decisions 
and that is maybe the biggest difference between Disney and 
Nightingale. In every Disney movie ever, there is a completely evil 
character who will never change and who will never relent at 



doing his/her evil deeds. In The Song of the Nightingale, the 
playwright and the director pull that “villain” towards real life. 
There are no purely evil people in this world and that is what 
makes this play different than the plot lines it was inspired from.

The Song of the Nightingale is not a perfect play. Though 
enjoyable and fun, the play itself has some flaws which can be 
fixed given its very short existence. I felt that the play leaned too 
heavily on music and songs, giving the play a Hamilton feel. 
Every key plot line or moment, a song would occur. I would hope 
that in the future, the play could try and carry the plot forwards 
through words not lyrics. Another point that I think can be 
changed or improved on is cutting down unimportant or 
unnecessary scenes. To me, the play went on a little too long and 
cutting out unnecessary scenes that don’t move the plot 
forwards would help shorten the play and make it that much 
more enjoyable.         


    Walking out the Town Hall Theatre last night I was not left 
shocked or “wowed” but, as I thought more about it and the play 
as a whole, I enjoyed it more and more. The Song of the 
Nightingale is a play that grows on you and it grew on me. 


